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Using Merlin Server with Merlin Project on iPad, iPhone, and iPod touch

Merlin Project synchronizes documents with Merlin Server. This quick guide explains how to use documents from Merlin Server with Merlin Project on iOS.

Below is a list of the iPad substitutes for all iOS devices. The usage and functionality is comparable on all iOS devices.

Prerequisites for use are an existing Merlin Server installation on an Apple Mac and an active Sync service.

If you do not yet have a Merlin Server, you can find further information on our website.
Set up Merlin Server account

To open, create and synchronize projects from Merlin Server to Merlin Project, allow Merlin Project access to Merlin Server.

Tap on the "gear" icon and then on "Accounts".

If your iPad and the running Merlin Server are in the same local network, the Merlin Server automatically appears under "Discovered Merlin Servers". Tap on the entry.

In the following dialog tap on "Trust" and then on "Done".

Merlin Server appears in the "Storage Locations" list as "Projects - Merlin Server".

Set up Merlin Server account without Bonjour

If Merlin Server and your iPad are not on the same network, the "Discovered Merlin Servers" option will not appear.

Tap on "Add Account..." and "Merlin Server".

You will be asked for the Server’s certificate. Trust the certificate.

In the account settings, enter the server address belonging to Merlin Server and, if necessary, the port.
If you do not know the server address and port, ask your administrator.

Once the Merlin Server accounts have been successfully set up, they will appear in the list of storage locations.